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Abstract
The success of a system development is greatly dependent on the quality of the requirements. The quality of
the requirements, in turn, is highly affected by the type of elicitation techniques that are employed during the
requirements elicitation process. Requirements elicitation is a complex process involving many activities and it
is subject to a large degree of error, influenced by key factors ingrained in selection inappropriate elicitation
techniques.
To alleviate this problem, nowadays knowledge based selections of software requirements elicitation
techniques approaches come in to existence, and are tailored to use many elicitation techniques considering the
techniques suitability. The study is founded on the previous works in knowledge based systems, evaluating and
building upon their efforts and extended the knowledge based approach by considering taxonomy of project
characteristics. Its aim is to fill this gap which provides necessary support for the analyst by taxonomy of the
software project types.
The proposed method for requirements elicitation techniques selection provides a means to select suitable
elicitation techniques based on the project type and related knowledge base. The method is evaluated using a
prototype and a case study to demonstrate its feasibility and effectiveness.
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1. Introduction
The success rates of software projects are
remaining too minimal over the years due to various
technical and managerial issues [1]. Requirement
Engineering is a key issue for the development of
software systems with the responsibility for
maintaining the requirements of a system. Correct
elicitation, specification, and validation of user needs
are becoming more and more crucial as the ultimate
measurement for systems quality is the degree of user
satisfaction.
Even if a lot of methods exist to perform the
requirement gathering process, they are still facing
problems in gathering the requirements due to lack of
knowledge on how to select appropriate techniques.
According to [2], lack of support for flexible,
reliable, and adaptable requirement engineering
processes is a major issue that prevents organizations
from improving their requirement engineering
practices. Therefore, improving this process will

considerably increase developers’ productivity and
quality of the software products [3].

2. Background
Requirements elicitation, which is one of the
requirement engineering activities, is a complex
process involving many activities with a variety of
available techniques, approaches, and tools for
performing them. The multidisciplinary nature of
requirements elicitation only adds to this complexity.
It is subject to a large degree of error, influenced by
selection of inappropriate elicitation techniques [4].
Poor execution of elicitation techniques mostly
contributes to project failure. Hence improving the
industry performs elicitation could have a dramatic
effect on the success record of the industry [5].
Most models of requirements elicitation focus on
specific methodologies or techniques and specific
process models [5]. As indicated in [6], some
analysts think that, one technique is applicable to all
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situations, but one technique cannot possibly be
sufficient for all conditions.
Nowadays using the specific methodology or
technique is tailored to use many elicitation
techniques considering the techniques suitability.
Hence, knowledge based selections of software
requirements elicitation techniques approaches come
in to existence. The author in [3] developed a
framework for selecting appropriate elicitation
techniques that consider selection factors that are
derived from the requirement type, project
environment, and the problem domain constraints.
Many papers have been written on knowledge based
requirements elicitation techniques selection and this
study is founded upon related literature, evaluating
and building their efforts; and extending the
knowledge based approach by considering taxonomy
of project types. Hence, the main contribution of this
paper is to fill the gap of Requirement Elicitation
Techniques Selection process based on taxonomy of
project type, which aims to provide necessary
support for the analyst. The proposed method
provides a means to select suitable elicitation
techniques.

3. Related Work
The authors in [5] proposed a mathematical model
of the requirements elicitation process that shows the
role of knowledge in its performance. They did a
model for two Knowledge-Intensive software
development processes. These are process of
requirements elicitation, and selection of an
appropriate elicitation technique.
In their work, they stated the role of knowledge in
performing selection. The knowledge base includes
(a) the current problem, solution, and project
characteristics, (b) the awareness of which
requirements are known and which are still to be
determined, and (c) relationship of the current
problem, solution, and project characteristics.
Furthermore, they stated the requirements to the
selection of an elicitation technique.
For our study, we focused on one of the two
knowledge intensive software development processes
model, which is elicitation techniques selection as
shown in Figure 1 [5].

Figure 1: Elicitation Technique Selection
As shown in Figure 2, the approach doesn’t deal
with taxonomy of problem, solution, and project
characteristics, but the authors noticed it as future
work.
The author in [3] proposed a framework which
assists analysts in the selection process of elicitation
techniques that fit the goal of elicitation session, the
project environment and the problem domain. The
proposed framework has three steps. It takes the goal
of an elicitation session, information about the
project environment and the problem domain and
generates list of suitable elicitation techniques in
their priority of applicability to a given condition.
But the research did not consider taxonomy of the
project characteristics for easy support for the
analyst.
The author in [1] proposed a knowledge based
software management model selection approach for
software and project management and development.
The aim of this work is to help practitioners in
making better selection decision of appropriate
software development and management models. It is
focused on knowledge based system on the area of
project management models selection.
The research in [7] focused on requirements
elicitation techniques selection. According to this
research, requirement analysts who have extensive
experience seem to have the ability to select
appropriate elicitation techniques on a regular basis.
But most practicing analysts have less experience
and are more journey man than expert analysts. Thus,
in their paper, they suggested that if the average
analyst’s ability to select elicitation techniques were
improved, it would most likely be possible to
improve their record of successful software products.
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Finally, they suggested that mechanisms should be
created to formulate the experts experiences so that
less experienced analysts could use it easily because
less experienced analysts do not know how and when
to apply elicitation techniques. The authors discussed
the results of in-depth interviews with the world’s
most experienced analysts. However, they had
interviewed only a small sample of experts.

characteristics on the former studied knowledge
based system. It is used for the analyst to select
suitable requirements elicitation techniques for a
given software project, that is better for complex
system and increases efficiency. The model listed out
project types and then project domains and the
project attributes and finally provides different
suitable elicitation techniques.

Figure 2: The structure of Knowledge based Requirement Elicitation Techniques Selection Model

4. The Proposed Solution
The proposed model is shown in Figure 2, by
including the component of taxonomy of project

4.1 Software Project Problem Space
According to [6], a software project environment
is partitioned in to two domain spaces, which are
problem space and solution space. A project
characteristic, like project type, project domain and
project attributes are considered as problem space
and requirement engineering techniques are included
in solution space. We used this concept for the
subsections of software project type, project domain,
and project attributes. These software project
characteristics are applied to group as project type,
project domain, and project attributes for our
research work of taxonomy based requirements
elicitation techniques selection.

The components of the model are software project
problem space, elicitation techniques, taxonomy of
the project type, domain knowledge base, and the
components of inference engine.

4.1.1 Software Project Types
The classification of software maintenance types
in [8, 9]] are the basis for classifying the software
project for this research work.
The work in [9] classified the maintenance
software into four parts such as Corrective, Adaptive,
Perfective, and Preventive Maintenance. Taking this
concept, we considered each maintenance part as
software project type. Additional project type,
original system, taken from [10] as defined as the
project types, and was necessary for our research
work due to relevant project type for our research
design. Generally, five project types are defined in
this research.

4.1.2 Software Project Domain
The project domain is referred to the knowledge
about a specific field of interest of applications such
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as health, education, entertainment, finance, etc. and
each type of project domain is characterized by its
project attributes. Most researches concentrated on
generic solutions for software problems. However,
when we come to specific domains, they have their
own special nature. Hence, there is a need to take
domain considerations in order to manage the
complexity of the software requirement engineering
process for selecting suitable techniques [3].

4.1.3 Software Project Attributes
When developing requirement engineering
process model for a given software project the first
step is to identify the attributes of the software
project. For this research, 16 software project
attributes are defined. Based on previous research
that indicated in [6], a comprehensive set of project
attributes need to be developed that is suitable for the
vast majority of software projects and can be linked
to the characteristics of requirement elicitation
techniques. This link helps to select suitable
elicitation techniques based on the attributes of the
project.

4.2 Elicitation Techniques
In this work, 25 elicitation techniques have been
identified by referring survey results and from
literature [3, 4, 11, 12, 13]. The survey is conducted
using a questionnaire and eight local private software
development companies responded. The result shows
the most common elicitation techniques used are
Interview, Document Analysis, Observation,
Prototype, Questionnaire, JAD, Requirement Reuse
and Model-based. We considered all these techniques
for this research.

4.3 Taxonomy of the Project Types
The software project type is designed as a tree
structure method of taxonomy. We classified the
project type considering taxonomy with the intent of
easy to search the problem space. The software type,
project domain, and software project attributes are
grouped together into the taxonomy on the concept of
a 3-level view to make it easy to get and make usable
for the analyst.
Under each project type, there are different
project domains. For this research, we considered
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health domain knowledge as it had been studied in
[3], and has been used as input source for taxonomy
of the model proposed.

4.4 Domain Knowledge Base
The domain knowledge is referred to the
knowledge about a specific field of interest of an
application such as health, education, finance, etc.
and health domain is chosen as a sample
representative. The reason for the selection of this
domain is the availability of documents in the health
domain area and the nature of the health domain and
type of applications that are in use in the domain
studied in [3].

4.5 Inference Engine
An inference engine is a program that conducts
the reasoning process for solving problems based on
the knowledge contained in the knowledgebase. It
interprets the knowledge and derives a solution of the
problem. It is the processing program in the
knowledge based system that derives a conclusion
from the cases and rules contained in the
knowledgebase.

4.5.1 Assumption
The current requirements of a user or the current
problem definitions have equivalent weights with the
domain knowledge of past problem definition for
selection of the suitable techniques process. The past
domain knowledge solutions can work in new
situations and they still help when new solutions are
being developed.

4.5.2 Technique Suitability Assessment Matrix
Model
When we select the attributes options value, the
inference engine maps the attributes options with the
techniques, and when we request the recommended
techniques, it provides the list of elicitation
techniques according to the Technique Suitability
Assessment result that start from the top max value
to min. When we set the number of elicitation
techniques, we get the requested number of
techniques, or else it will give us the default number
of techniques, 5.
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Table 1: Technique Suitability Assessment Matrix
Model

Table 1 indicates the mapping of the “project
attributes option values” and the “elicitation
techniques” to get the “suitability of the techniques”.
The function used in the process is:
F = PA × T × O → C
where F = Function
O = Option
T = Techniques
C = Cell
PA = Project Attributes
To show the application, the following function is
taken arbitrarily. It is done for two columns of T1
and T2. In this case we calculated the cells column
wise. When we calculate the cells in a column, we
have to sum all cells in the corresponding project
attributes and then we get the value of the elicitation
techniques in a single column.
F = T1xPA1xO1+ T1xPA2xO1 +T1xPA3xO1
…T1xPANxO1
C111 + C121+ C131… C1N1 = Total C1 in
column T1
(1)
F = T2xA1xO1 +T2xA2xO1 + T2xA3xO1 …
T2xANxO
C211 + C221 + C231 … C2N1 = Total C2 in
column T2
(2)
To show the application, compare the above
functions (1) and (2) and we can see how selection of
the best suitable elicitation techniques is provided by
the engine. Now to get the best elicitation techniques,
we need to compare the values C1 and C2 and we
take the larger value as a more suitable elicitation
technique than the lesser one.

4.5.3 Inference Engine Performance due to
Taxonomy
Basically the Inference Engine performs two
things due to the taxonomy of the project
characteristics. The first and main thing is that it is
used when the system is complex. That means, when
the system is comprised of different domains, the
Inference Engine recommends different related
elicitation techniques according to the specified
domains. For example, ethio telecom launched a new
system in 2012, which is used for three domains of
Human Resource, Finance, and Procurement. In the
future, the company will add more other domains.
To develop this type of complex system, the
taxonomy based model recommends different
elicitation techniques for different domains of a
system. For example, for Human Resource the
method recommends related elicitation techniques,
and for the rest two domains it recommends their
other related/appropriate elicitation techniques.
The second importance of the work is in terms of
performance. Efficiency of the Inference Engine is
improved since the taxonomy of the project types
minimizes the searching space. It is more compact,
thus it requires less storage space. This is so because
taxonomy does not contain terms for each compound
concept. It is more scalable and can be maintained
more easily. The addition, deletion, and updating of
terms are easier and can be implemented more
efficiently. It is better suited for the classification of
strong foundation for creating new groupings of
project characteristics.
The inference engine dynamically generates
navigation trees that are suitable for browsing the
project characteristics. Some search engines (e.g.,
Google) employ taxonomies in order to enable
limiting the scope of searches. The search engine will
compute the degree of relevance with respect to only
of those pages that fall in the category. Clearly, this
enhances the precision of the retrieval and reduces
the computational cost [14, 15].
According to [16], taxonomy of the project types
reduces duplication of items of similar type.
Furthermore, it presents the cascaded inference
algorithm for improving the efficiency of inference.
According to [17], the ability of a cluster to
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categorize by assigning items to groups provides
more efficient or more effective retrieval. On the
related concept in [18], for faster information
retrieval and a better classification of knowledge,
taxonomy is very much essential; it is used easy
navigation and searching.

5. Prototype
The main objective of the prototype is to
demonstrate the model, and also, it serves as a
preliminary work for future development of the
Elicitation Techniques Selection System tool, based
on Taxonomy of Project Type. The Model displays
list of software project characteristics, such as project
types, project domains and list of the project
attributes, list out each project attributes options
value and finally lists out the recommended suitable
elicitation techniques.
To set the default number of elicitation
techniques, we used the average of the elicitation
techniques survey data that is conducted in local
private software development companies, so that the
optimal default number of elicitation techniques is 5.
But if we need more or less than the default one, the
model can do it.
The prototype provides the following features:
 The type of interface of the model is window
based.
 It provides list of software project
characteristics, such as project types, project
domains and list of the project attributes, lists
out each project attribute options value and
finally lists out the recommended suitable
elicitation techniques.
 The user can see all information in one
interface such as the selected project domain,
project attributes and selected project
attributes option value and the recommended
elicitation techniques.
 It provides the interface to enter the user
requirements of the project attributes with the
corresponding option values. The Inference
Engine then analyzes these with the
knowledge
and
finally
yields
the
recommended
best
suitable
elicitation
techniques.
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 It provides interface for the addition, deletion,
and modification of software project
characteristics for elicitation techniques,
project types, project domains, project
attributes and project attributes option values
and the Matrix.
The project type interface, Figure 3, provides the
functionality of the project types. When a user selects
a specific project type, it leads next to selected
specific project type interface. Also it provides the
access to add, delete, and modify when entering to
maintenance tap and it provides termination access.

Figure 3: Project Type Interface Design
When a user selects one of the project types, the
prototype provides the main multitask interface (see
Figure 4). The main multitask interface provides list
of project domain, list of project attributes, list of
project attributes option values, and provides list of
selected
recommended
suitable
elicitation
techniques. For the process of selection of suitable
election techniques, it provides the functionality to
accept the requirement information from the user and
finally, after accepting the request, it lists out the
suitable elicitation techniques. The prototype
provides maintenance features too. When we select
the maintenance tab, it will open a new interface
window which has save, update, and delete tabs for
maintenance purposes for all project types, project
domains, project attributes, for matrix and for
elicitation techniques.
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project type, and the following points can specifically
be mentioned in this regard.
 Existing knowledge based system processes
are classified and organized into different
software project types. It is built with a clear
structure with the intention of helping to select
the most suitable techniques easily for the
analyst.
Figure 4: Main Multitask Interface Design
In order to show the workability of the prototype,
clinical data management system, which is used as an
example to illustrate the effectiveness of the system
in [3], is selected.
Generally the result shows that, we can get
suitable elicitation techniques using this knowledge
based selection of appropriate software elicitation
techniques based on taxonomy of project
characteristics.
But the results obtained in this case study cannot
necessarily be generalized and cannot guarantee that
similar result would be achieved as in [3]. Because,
in our case, the prototype model is able to
recommend suitable elicitation techniques with an
easy and fast selection process due to taxonomies the
project characteristics, it is better for selection of
different elicitation techniques for complex systems
which have different project domains.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
The conclusions drawn from the case study and
the functionality provided by the model suggested
that the initial objective of the research “develop
knowledge based selection of appropriate
requirements elicitation techniques based on
taxonomy of the project types” has been achieved.
But the quality and precision of the suggested model
is dependent on the quality and number of parameters
stored in the database. Therefore from this study it
can be concluded that as the knowledgebase gets
richer and richer, the quality and precision of the
techniques suggested by the model will increase.
The main contribution of this research is that a
new method is developed to select appropriate
elicitation techniques based on taxonomy of the

 The case study and the prototype developed
are strong indications that the taxonomy of the
project characteristics is a valuable asset to
extend the development of a system which can
help selection of suitable elicitation
techniques.
 The questionnaire analysis shows that only 8
elicitation techniques are used by local private
software development companies. But our
research added more elicitation techniques to
increase the options of selecting elicitation
techniques for the analyst or requirement
engineer.
The intent of the proposed method is not solving
all software engineering problems; instead, it
provides a systematic way to develop elicitation
techniques selection system. Given the merits, the
research has some limitations and the following are
the research directions for the future:
 Even through the overall structure of model is
complete, more software domain knowledge
would further increase the help provided by
the model.
 There are limited software project attributes
and elicitation techniques. Hence more project
attributes and elicitation techniques increase
the help provided by this model.
 The model is still a prototype and additional
functionality has to be implemented. The two
main tasks are to further improve the model
and the completion of the system tool.
 In order to validate the effectiveness of the
system model, further case studies using
diverse software in the health domain
knowledge are necessary.
 In the suitability techniques assessment
process of the model, the project attributes vs.
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the elicitation techniques data need further
refinement.
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